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version 2 is not only an update of drumasonic, but also a major update of the native instruments kontakt 5 library (as of version
5.1.2). drumasonic offers 10,000 drum hits from a unique library of drum samples and the best acoustic sound quality you can get.
it consists of a large drum sample library of native instruments drumasonics license drum samples and provides an extensive
collection of over 14,000 drum hits. with drumasonics re-mastered drum samples, drumasonic brings you all the flexibility and
power of a real drum set. drumasonic can easily be used as a kontakt instrument, but also with all other daws. it comes with a
variety of dynamic drum sounds and a comprehensive set of drum modules. it has two sample locations (virtual rack and
overheads) and a variety of room mics, each with its own characteristic and sound. its s&p engine can be driven by the typical
keyboard controllers (keys and pedals) or by midi in. i had the chance to play the drumasonic suite for two days and i have to say
that i have never heard any drum software or hardware that is able to mimic the different kinds of drum sounds and the different
kind of drum playing so well. drumasonic is one of the most comprehensive libraries of the style of drum and percussion and offers
your creative potential a chance to shine. any given track can be used for any style of music, from the funk to the rock, from hip-
hop to indian or even african music. what makes the drumasonic library unique is that it contains a wide variety of ethnic
instruments, which can be combined with the available drum and percussion sounds. the huge variety of groove types allows you to
use the sounds of the library in any setting you wish to create.
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in addition to the new features we also added a lot of extensions. some of them were great, like the possibility to record groove in
every kit in the library, a new key map browser, a reverb editor, the new groove player and an extended groove editor. and of

course we added the possibility to do the same with the drum kit. so now you can record with the drum kit in every kit of the library
and even save it as a new drumasonic project. this is very useful when you have a favorite drum kit and want to take it with you to
make some grooves or create drum sounds. although the drumasonic 2 editor offers a lot of tools to get a great result with drum
sounds and grooves, i like to start with an empty drum kit. when i recorded my drums with the drumasonic 2, i was impressed by
how well the kontakt 5 engine did all the job in the background. kontakt 5 sounds really great in combination with kontakt player
and a lot of drum sounds and grooves that come with the library. the drumasonic 2 offers a simple way of creating drum kits by
simply dropping drum instruments into kits. you can create a kit or import a kit you already have in kontakt. this is already very

handy and allows you to just play your groove without the need to find the best drum kit for your style. for me the drumasonic 2 is
really useful in the way of recording and mixing drum sounds. it allows you to record your drums in two different rooms, a large

room and a small room. you can choose the microphone setup (one mic per drum) and the room you want to record in. i have also
added a new compressor to the drumasonic 2 that allows you to create a very nice and consistent drum sound. 5ec8ef588b
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